
ISSUE OF PERMITS TO USE ROADS OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICACE BY DRIVING OVER-DIMENSIONED 
AND / OR HEAVY VEHICLE 

ELECTRONIC SERVICE SYSTEM 
 

USER MANUAL 
 

Answers to Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) are provided at the end of the User Manual. 

For more useful information on the use roads by driving over-dimensioned and / or heavy vehicle, look for 
the website of the State Enterprise Lithuanian Road Administration https://lakd.lrv.lt. 

 
COMPLETION AND SUBMISSION OF THE APPLICATION 

 
 Before filling in or adjusting the application form so that the form works properly according to the latest 
software code, we recommend updating the browser by clicking the buttons: 

– on Windows computers: Ctrl + F5; 
– on MacOS computers: 

o Command + Shift + R if you are using Chrome or Firefox browser 
o Option + Command + E if you are using Safari browser. 

 
The application is completed in steps. You can only proceed with all required data. You can go back from any 
step and adjust the specified data. 
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 STEP - "APPLICANT" 
 

 
Details of the applicant (owner or user of the over-dimensioned and / or heavy vehicle, i.e. the holder of the 
permit) must be provided: name or name and surname and address. 

 Textual data (name or name and surname and address) as to be written in the application will be included 
in the permit. No one will correct the data (text) written in the application. 

E-mail address, phone number must be provided of the person completing the application (representative 
of the owner or user of the vehicle or his authorized representative). A phone number is optional, but it is 
preferred if we need to contact you urgently. 
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 STEP - “PERMIT” 
 

 
The starting date of driving / validity of permit and the type of permit requested must be indicated: 

- to drive once on a specific route, 
- for a month on all roads of national significance where traffic is not temporarily restricted or 

interrupted and / or these roads are not closed, 
- for a year on all roads of national significance where traffic is not temporarily restricted or 

interrupted and / or these roads are not closed. 
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 STEP - "VEHICLE" 
 

 
Vehicle type, mark and model, plate number, fuel type, number of axles for each vehicle must be indicated. 
If the model is unknown (not specified in the registration certificate), enter "-". 

 Textual data (vehicle mark, model, plate number) as to be written in the application will be included in 
the permit. No one will correct the data (text) written in the application. 

 The vehicle type shall be selected according to the vehicle category in section (J) of the vehicle registration 
certificate. Motor vehicle of category N - indicate lorry, truck or car transporter respectively. A tractor or self-
propelled machine shall be selected if the vehicle category is not a motor vehicle (not N). Car transporter 
(body type - BAF) shall be selected in case of combination of car transporter with trailer and only cars are 
transported, otherwise the lorry shall be marked. 

 Possible vehicle combinations: 

- Lorry + Trailer; 
- Truck + Semi-trailer; 
- Tractor / self-propelled machine + Trailer; 
- Tractor / self-propelled machine + Semi-trailer; 
- Car transporter + Trailer. 

 Vehicle plate number write in capital letters and numbers, without spaces, dashes, or other characters. 
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 STEP - "AXLE DATA" 
 

 
The number of rows of axles data that the number of axles was specified in  step is automatically generated. 

The axle data of each vehicle must be indicated: steering and driving axles, air suspension, twin tyres, each 
axle weight and distances between axles (from the previous axle). 

 The distances between the axles are given to 2 decimal places, the axle weights are given to 1 decimal 
place. The distance between the axes is specified between the center of the axles. Measure best from the 
edge of the rim to the same edge of another rim. 

 The actual axle weights must be indicated, the sum of which will be the total weight of the laden vehicle. 

 Steering axles, air suspension, twin tyres may be unmarked if this does not affect the maximum 
permissible axle weight or total weight according to the maximum permissible parameters of vehicles and 
their combinations. 
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 STEP – “PARAMETERS” 
 

 
The parameters of the vehicle or their combination with the load must be indicated above: length, width, 
height. 

 The weight of the vehicle with the load is calculated by summing the axle weights specified in  step, it 
is not changed manually. 

The inner and outer turn radius of the vehicle or combination of vehicles and the maximum permissible 
weight stated by the manufacturer must be indicated. 

 According to the maximum permissible parameters for vehicles and their combinations for use roads, all 
vehicles must run on a ring with an inner radius of 5,30 m and an outer radius of 12,50 m. Therefore, such 
data can be provided for most vehicles. Only for very large vehicles the turn radius should be specified 
precisely. 

 The maximum permissible weight stated by the manufacturer is specified in section (F) of the vehicle 
registration certificate. 

The details of the load must be given below: type (divisible or indivisible), name, length, width, height and 
weight. If more than one load is carried, indicate the name, dimensions (L x W x H) and weight (W) of each 
load unit in the load name field and the overall dimensions and weight in the load parameters fields. 

 Textual data (load name) as to be written in the application will be included in the permit. No one will 
correct the data (text) written in the application. 

 The dimensions are given to 2 decimal places, the weights are given to 1 decimal place. 
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 STEP - “ROUTE” 
 

 
 This step is only active when applying for a one-time permit. This step is inactive and is automatically 
skipped when requesting a monthly or annual permit. 

 Any informative remarks (e.g., how to avoid various restrictions on the road) can be entered in the remarks 
field. These remarks do not affect the planned route, the route is coordinated and a permit is issued for those 
roads of national significance, the numbers of which will be indicated in the text description of the route 
between the start and end points of the route in the grey field. 

 The total distance indicated includes the length of the entire route, including roads of national significance 
(owned by SE Lithuanian Road Administration) and roads of local significance (streets) (owned by 
municipalities). 

Route planning starts at the touch of a button . 
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Route planning takes place on the Lithuanian roads map: 

 
 The exact route to be used for the permit must be laid out and displayed on the map. 

 The system does not tell you where and how you need to go, it just helps you plan it properly by finding 
the shortest and fastest route between two points and showing the restrictions on the route. 

 Whatever route will be arranged, such will be coordinated, and such will be authorized. The route is not 
coordinated if it contains traffic restrictions that prohibit driving the vehicle with the parameters specified in 
the application. 

 The route must be specified from the place of departure to the place of destination. If a return is required, 
a separate application must be made indicating the return route from the place of departure to the place of 
destination. 

 When filling in a new application based on the data of the previous application and leaving the same route, 

the button  on the routing map must be pressed again to have the system re-evaluate the 
vehicle parameters and the traffic restrictions valid when filling in a new application. 

 The start and end points of the route must be selected by entering a fragment of the name of the address 
or border control point (PKP) in the field and selecting from the values found. Selecting this will show the 
exact point on the map according to the selected address or PKP name: 

    
Address search is performed by fragmenting text in the search box. You can type "basan 36 viln" and search 
for each part of the text you enter: 
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 When pressed , the system generates the shortest and fastest route from the sections 
between each of the two specified points (when searching for the shortest and fastest route, the system 
evaluates the speed limits on the roads and can therefore bypass the speed-restricted road sections). 

The route can be planned as needed by tilting the roads as needed, for example: 

 
 The system will not form a route on the road if the restrictions include a section of road where traffic is 
prohibited: 
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 The transitional points of the route must be selected on the map by right-clicking the mouse button on 
the road and then left-clicking on the text "Add new point": 

   
 When placing a point on the map on a road with central reservation, it is advisable to enlarge the map so 
that the point is not placed in the opposite lane, as the system will look for a route on how to reach the point 
on the other side of the road. It is also not advisable to place points at crossroads with access and egress 
roads. It is better to place the point on a straight section of road in front of or behind the crossroad. 

 The order of the points can be changed in the list of points on the point guide  by left-clicking and 
moving up or down to the desired location: 

  
 The route formed by the system must be carefully reviewed to see if it corresponds to your driving plan. 
If not, the route needs to be adjusted by placing transitional points on the roads through which the system 
should route. 

 If there are traffic restrictions on the route that prevent the vehicle from running with the parameters 
specified in the previous steps, such restrictions are displayed in red, marking in red the part of the route 
where the restrictions apply. It is recommended to change the route, as such a route may be inconsistent, 
unless it is known that it will be possible to drive through the displayed restriction (e.g., agreed with the 
contractor on driving through the workplace). 

 If the restriction on the route is not an obstacle, it is shown in grey. 
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If a speed limit is displayed on the route: 

 
http://www.eismoinfo.lt selecting "Map information" to show temporary and all traffic restrictions: 

 
and right-clicking on the restriction on the map should find out what the problem is and whether there will 
be any obstacles to passing the road section (if the narrowed carriageway, traffic is regulated by traffic lights, 
it can be an obstacle for a very wide vehicle - contact the person indicated, as the contractor is responsible 
for traffic safety at the workplace): 
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When the route is complete, press the buttons  and  if the route is correct: 

 
You will return to the route planning step, which specifies the planned route on roads of national significance 
(sequence of road numbers) and from which it will be possible to move to the next step: 
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 STEP - "ATTACHMENTS" 
 

 
 This step is only active when the requested vehicle type is a tractor / self-propelled machine. In other 
cases, this step is inactive and is skipped automatically. 

 If the vehicle type specified in the application is a tractor / self-propelled machine and it is registered 
outside the Republic of Lithuania, it is necessary to attach a copy of the vehicle registration certificate (to 
check the vehicle type due to lower charge rates for tractors and self-propelled machines). A copy of the 
vehicle registration certificate is not required when the tractor / self-propelled machine is registered in the 
Register of Tractors, Self-propelled and Agricultural Machinery and their Trailers of the Republic of 
Lithuania. 

You must specify the number of pages of documents to be submitted and upload copies of the required 

documents by clicking the button . 

If no documents are submitted, just go ahead. 
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By pressing the button , the application is completed and the application data can be submitted 
to the system of permits or come back: 

 

By pressing the button , the application is registered in the system of permits and processed. 

You can fill in a new application or go to the application status check window (automatically switches to the 
application status check after 10 seconds): 

 
When the application is successfully submitted, it is assigned the application code YYYYMMDD_XXXXXX. 

The application status check window shows the status of the application being processed. 

If the system adjusts the route automatically, it calculates the charge immediately: 

 

Clicking  takes you to the E-Government Gateway, where payment can be made via 
electronic banking or a bank card. 
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You must check the "I Agree" box and the payment selection window will appear: 

 
Next, select your bank or payment card and make a payment. 

 If you connect to e-banking with the same means of connection to both personal and corporate accounts, 
you must select the appropriate account from which to make the payment. 
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 When paying through the electronic banking of some banks or bank card, the payment to the account of 
the State Tax Inspectorate is made through a payment agent - FoxPay, UAB, which charges a brokerage fee. 
You need to choose whether a VAT invoice is required for the brokerage fee and specify the e-mail address 
to which FoxPay, UAB confirmation of payment will be sent. 

 The Payment via E-Government Gateway window can also be accessed: 

- By clicking on the link in the system’s e-mail that points to the application status check window with 
the application code. 

- http://www.eismoinfo.lt/leidimai in the menu in the upper right corner, select "Check application 
status" and enter the application code manually. 

 
 If part of the charge from the previous payment balance has been deducted to the application, the check 
of application status shows the amount of charge calculated according to the application, and the payment 
order shows how much is actually paid after deducting the balance of the previous payment. 
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SEARCH OF PERMIT 
 
http://www.eismoinfo.lt/leidimai selecting "List of permits" in the menu in the upper right corner provides 
a list of issued permits (permits that have expired or been revoked are not displayed here): 

 
The permit can be found by fragments of application or permit number, name of the vehicle owner (user), 
permit validity dates or the plate number of the vehicle specified in the permit. 

 

MODIFICATION OF THE VEHICLE IN THE PERMIT 
 
The link provided in the system e-mail on the issued (changed) permit can be used to change the data of the 
vehicles specified in the permit - mark, model and plate number. 

Data that can be changed will be in white fields, which cannot be changed - in grey fields. 

Enter the new data in the white fields and press the button : 

 
After changing the data, the system will create a new permit, send a message by e-mail and published on the 
Internet ("List of permits"). 
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FAQ (FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS) 
 
How to distinguish which path is of national significance and which is of local significance? 

The list of roads of national significance was approved by the Government resolution No 757 of June 9, 1999. 
Look the current consolidated version https://www.e-tar.lt/portal/lt/legalActEditions/TAR.570A9BF4BF16. 

Roads of national significance managed by the SE Lithuanian Road Administration are marked with road 
numbers: 

     – main roads, 

    – national roads, 

   – regional roads. 

Maps are marked as follows: 

     – the main road line is marked in light red with a number on a red background, 

     – the national road line is marked in yellow with a number on a yellow background, 

     – the regional road line is marked in light yellow with a number on a white background. 

In order to see more clearly on the map which roads are of national significance, http://eismoinfo.lt has 
chosen to view the layer “Road surface course” – all roads of national significance are covered with this layer: 

 
Roads that are not coloured and marked with a road number are roads of local significance. For their use, 
you need to contact the road owner - the municipality. 
 
If inaccurate data or an inaccurate route is provided when completing the application, will the data or 
route be corrected when the permit is issued? 

The owner or user of an over-dimensioned and / or heavy vehicle or a person authorized by him is responsible 
for the accuracy and correctness of the data provided in the application. 

129 
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The application shall be processed as submitted and the permit shall be issued with the data and route 
specified in the application, except for the vehicle parameters (length, width, height, weight and axle weight) 
which shall be greater: actual (specified in the application) or maximum permissible parameters for use 
roads. 
 
How to find out about the progress of the application, what is the amount of the road charge or whether 
a permit has been issued? 

The system assigns a unique number to each submitted application (e.g., 20171201_123456), which is further 
used throughout the permitting process. The system sends notifications to the e-mail address indicated in 
application about the application has been received, the charge has been calculated, the permit has been 
issued, the permit has been changed (when changing the vehicle), the permit has been repealed or the 
application has been rejected. Therefore, when filling in the application, the e-mail address to which system 
messages will be sent must be specified without errors. 
 
What if I don't receive system notifications? 

Check unwanted e-mail (SPAM, Junk) folder in your mailbox. If the system messages did not go to the junk e-
mail folder, it is likely that the e-mail address was incorrectly specified when filling in the application. Need 
to contact by e-mail marsrutu.derinimas@lakd.lt indicating the application code or the name of the applicant 
and the date of submission of the application. If the application is found according to the information 
provided, an application number with a link to the application data will be sent to you by e-mail. 
 
How and where else can you check the status of the application, find the issued permit? 

http://eismoinfo.lt/leidimai in the upper right corner there is a menu where you can choose: 

- a application to be filled again; 
- check the status of the application; 
- review the permits issued; 
- get acquainted with this User Manual; 
- select the interface language in which the application form is provided and system messages are sent by 
e-mail (in Lithuanian or English). 

  
 
Is it necessary to re-enter the data each time the application is completed? 

Systems notification by e-mail shall contain a link through which the data of the application submitted may 
be reviewed or amended and a new application submitted. 
 
Is there a need to pay a state-imposed fees and charges for the issuance of a permit to use roads of national 
significance by driving over-dimensioned and/or heavy vehicle? 

No state-imposed fees and charges has been set for the SE Lithuanian Road Administration permit issuance 
service. 
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How to pay a charge for use of roads? 

The charge can be paid using electronic banking or a bank card through the E- Government Gateway. The 
system immediately issues a permit upon receipt of a successful payment confirmation. 

The charge can also be paid by ordinary transfer or at a payment collection point, but then it is required to 
submit by e-mail marsrutu.derinimas@lakd.lt a copy of the payment document, and the issuance of the 
permit will take longer. 
 
By when do I have to pay for road use? 

Payment of the charge must be registered in the system before the end of the day of the driving / of starting 
validity of permit specified in the application. 

If payment is made using electronic banking or a bank card via the E-Government Gateway, the payment will 
be registered and the permit will be issued automatically (the system must receive a confirmation of 
successful payment from the E-Government Gateway). 

If payment will be made by ordinary transfer or at payment collection point, a copy of the payment document 
must be submitted by e-mail marsrutu.derinimas@lakd.lt and the payment must be registered manually in 
the system by an employee of the SE Lithuanian Road Administration. 
 
Will payment be registered outside of business hours after paying a charge for use roads by ordinary 
transfer or at payment collection points? 

Employees of the SE Lithuanian Road Administration, which register payments, work around the clock. 
However, if a copy of the payment document is sent by e-mail just before the end of the day of the driving / 
of starting validity of permit specified in the application, the payment may not be registered and the permit 
will not be issued. Payment of the charge will not be offset and the permit will not be issued if a copy of the 
payment document is not provided. 
 
How long does it take to issue a permit? 

The system issues the permit automatically within 1-2 minutes, after the payment of the charge has been 
registered in the system. Therefore, when choosing the payment method and paying the charge, it is 
necessary to assess whether the payment will be registered and the permit will be issued in time. 
 
How long does it take for a coordination of driving route? 

If the system does not automatically coordinate the driving route, an employee of the SE Lithuanian Road 
Administration will have to confirm in the system that it is possible to drive on the route indicated in the 
application (as shown on the map) or reject the application with comments. Usually, applications that require 
the approval of an employee of the SE Lithuanian Road Administration are reviewed on the same or the next 
business day. 
 
What to specify in the application when driving a harvester combined with a header trailer without a plate 
number? 

Specify tractor / self-propelled machine (2 axles) and trailer (1-2 axles). Provide the same data for both 
vehicles: harvester mark, model and plate number. 

Mark, model and plate number will also be recorded with the trailer data. 
 
What if when entering data with a comma or dot, the system warns that the value is incorrect or not 
specified? 

Different operating systems and / or web browsers understand the meanings of numbers with a different 
separator (comma or dot). Therefore, if, after entering a comma or a dot, the system warns that the value is 
incorrect or not specified, the delimiter must be replaced (use a dot instead of a comma or vice versa). 
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What if I don't see a map (white background) when filling out my application? 

If a white background appears instead of a map, you need to restart your web browser by pressing Ctrl and 
F5. Reloading the web browser clears all data entered or corrected in the previous steps. Therefore, as a 
precaution, it is recommended to press the Ctrl and F5 keys before filling in the application to restart the web 
browser, so that the entered data is not cleared afterwards. 
 
Is the permit issued free of charge? 

If the system does not calculate a charge, the permit is issued as soon as the driving route is coordinated. 
The charge is not calculated when the part of the route on roads of national significance is less than 10 km 
(tariffs are per 10 km), or when parameters of tractor / self-propelled machine exceed only the maximum 
permissible dimensions (no charge for over-dimension is specified), or when the actual weight of the vehicle 
is less than 40 t (the charge is calculated when the weight is more than 40 t). 
 
How do I change the vehicle in the permit? 

The system notification about the issued (changed) permit shall include a link to the window for changing 
the permit data on the website, where it is possible to change the vehicles specified in the permit, which can 
be changed. 
 
What if the system message with a link to the change window in the vehicle data in permit is deleted? 

Contact by e-mail marsrutu.derinimas@lakd.lt indicating the permit number and requesting a link to the data 
change window, then the required link will be sent to you by email. 
 
Which lane to drive by a heavy vehicle when it is indicated that you need to drive in the middle of a bridge 
or viaduct (structure)? 

You need to drive in the middle between the barriers. If the road is without a central reservation, then 
between the side barriers located on both sides of the bridge or viaduct. If the road has a central reservation, 
then between the barrier of the central reservation on the left and the side barrier of the bridge or viaduct 
on the right: 

 

 


